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SUPPLEMENTARY NOTES
ABSTRACT
The main thrust of the Global Force Management Data Initiative (GFM DI) is the standardization and exposure of force structure information across the Department of Defense (DOD) components. The GFM Community of Interest developed the GFM extensible markup language schema definition to facilitate the exchange of information between and within the DOD enterprise. To implement the GFM DI, each component must instantiate an Organizational Server (Org Server) that can provide data conforming to this published schema. Key to this data standardization effort is the ability to refer to any GFM DI element via an identifier that is unique across the enterprise, called a Force Management Identifier. This capability is being implemented using a construct called Enterprise- The objective for Global Force Management (GFM) is to establish a transparent and universal process to manage, assess and display the worldwide disposition of US forces. This includes US force availability, readiness and capability in order to assess the risks associated with proposed allocation, assignment and apportionment options. Fundamental to GFM and foundational to transformation is the GFM Data Initiative (GFM DI), which addresses organizing force structure data in a joint hierarchal way for integration across Service lines.
Force structure data is instrumental to integration because it ties everything in the Department of Defense (DOD) together. Prior to the GFM DI, each service had a unique means of representing and documenting force structure. This information was in different formats and distributed using many different sources, which made it hard to locate and use. The GFM DI is addressing this issue by exploiting the Net-Centric Data Strategy and current data representation standards and tools.
One of the challenges is that the process must be usable across service, coalition, and security classification boundaries. This requires a system for generating identifiers that are unique across these boundaries. The U.S. Army Research Laboratory (ARL) has developed a generalized construct called Enterprise-wide Identifier (EwID) that is suitable for this purpose.
The Enterprise-wide Identifier (EwID)
EwIDs are 64-bit sequences consisting of a 32-bit (4-byte) prefix concatenated with a 32-bit suffix (see figure 1) . The Enterprise Seed Server (ESS) allocates the prefix referred to as an EwID Seed. Anyone with a legitimate need can request an account on an ESS and can obtain EwID Seeds as needed. The ESS ensures that each EwID Seed is unique; it is the responsibility of the recipient of an EwID Seed to provide the means to generate unique 32-bit suffixes for their particular application. The generation of EwIDs is fundamental to the implementation of an organizational server because the server uses them to implement force management identifiers that identify all data in the XML schema definition. EwID Seeds are currently available from the NIPRnet instance of the ESS located at https://ess.arl.army.mil. At the time of this writing, ARL was in phase 2 of the cross domain solution (CDS) process, which is a DOD level accreditation. ARL will instantiate a SIPRnet instance of the ESS once it has officially obtained the interim authority to operate the CDS.
Mission Need
An ESS delivers a prefix which is used to build EwIDs by data sources such as the GFM organization servers and related authoritative data sources (ADS). The GFM ADS will have a cross-domain implementation to pass the GFM data from lower to higher (i.e., more restrictive) security domains, and many operational systems will use the data from these GFM ADS. The ESS's allow the GFM ADS to maintain tracking information through point of contact (POC) information or a link to an EwID-tracking Web service (see section 5). The ESS tracking service implements an iterative search for the information by following consecutive links provided by the ADS maintainer. With many operational systems using the GFM DI data and passing data tagged with EwIDs between security domains, the EwID tracking service must be capable of immediately locating data from the high side, even when it resides on or is created and transferred from the low-side network. The ability to generate and track EwIDs in real time to support operational systems is critical and requires the development of a cross-domain solution.
Radiant Mercury Guard Selection
A variety of factors determined which cross-domain solution was ultimately chosen. First, the GFM/ESS team investigated the currently available cross-domain guards with regard to the services that they supported. After the initial evaluation, the team narrowed the selection down to three choices-Radiant Mercury (RM) guard, Information Support Server Environment guard, and U.S. Naval Research Laboratory pump. The next step focused on more in-depth criteria involving conversations with vendors to select the one guard that would best fit the needs of GFM. From those conversations, it was determined that the Radiant Mercury high-assurance guard would be the most cost-effective solution for GFM because it supported bidirectional transmission control protocol and internet protocol (TCP/IP) socket capability and extensible markup language (XML). In addition, RM was secret and below interoperability and top secret and below interoperability certified and provided on-site support and training as well as help with the approval process.
Communication
The ESS was originally implemented in Macromedia * ColdFusion * (ColdFusion has since been acquired by Adobe † ). Given that the ESS is a Web application, the ARL developer decided that the most robust means of developing a distributed capability was via a Web service (WS). WS's are standards based and agnostic with regard to the underlying software or hardware platform. This flexibility is vital to scalability and portability of the software. In addition, Macromedia developed the ColdFusion MX release based on the Java 2 Enterprise Edition (J2EE). Therefore, ColdFusion applications can be hosted on most popular operating systems due to the availability of J2EE compliant application servers. Ultimate control of the ESS has not been decided, so the final software/hardware platform is yet to be determined. Implementing WS's across an RM guard is not technically difficult. However, the RM guard does not have any proven means of facilitating the transfer from an information assurance perspective. WS's are remote procedure calls encoded using the XML and transmitted over a full duplex TCP/IP socket using the hypertext transfer protocol (HTTP) packets containing simple object access protocol (SOAP) payloads. The RM guard supports TCP/IP sockets but does not come with any support for the parsing of HTTP packets. Furthermore, although RM has an XML parsing capability, it does not use a standard XML parser, so it is not a simple thing to validate XML/SOAP (3) against a published XML schema (4). This does not appear to be a problem for RM technicians as they have been able to program the RM message analysis and generation parser to pass the WS calls. However, at the time of this writing, the GFM team has yet to undergo phase 2 of the CDS process that will test for vulnerabilities as part of security testing and evaluation.
A client application initiates a WS call by sending an HTTP request packet to the Web server hosting the WS. The server processes the request and then sends an HTTP response packet back to the client. Therefore, each WS call requires a full-duplex channel through the RM guard (effectively one channel in each direction). Communication between the NIPRnet (unclassified) instance of the ESS and the SIPRnet (secret) instance of the ESS requires the following two WS's: * Macromedia and ColdFusion are registered trademarks of Macromedia, Inc.
† Adobe is a registered trademark of Adobe Systems, Inc.
1. UpdateDatabase -replicate specified database operations.
GetNewSeed -retrieve the next available EwID Seed.
The unclassified ESS is the "master" server and is responsible for handing out all EwID Seeds, regardless of security domain. The unclassified (NIPRnet) network is referred to as the "lowside" and the secret (SIPRnet) network as the "high-side" to indicate the relative security level. For the low-side server to maintain a single point of control over the allocation of EwID Seeds, the high-side server must request seeds from the low-side server through the RM guard. This is the purpose of the GetNewSeed WS. The high-side server invokes the GetNewSeed WS when a user asks for a new seed. The low-side server response contains the new seed value.
The other requirement for cross-domain communication is for EwID tracking via its seed. EwID tracking is a service provided by the ESS that returns the POC information from the ESS account to which the seed was assigned. The ESS maintains records in a database of all EwID Seed allocations and assignments. Seed allocation guarantees that a specified number of seeds can be obtained, whereas seed assignment is the reception of a seed. EwID tracking is a service provided by the ESS that ultimately retrieves information about the item tagged with a specified EwID. However, since the ESS does not manage the generation of EwIDs from EwID Seeds, it is the responsibility of the ESS user (e.g., an ADS owner) to maintain POC information in the corresponding ESS account as well as a reference to a tracking service. The ESS will delegate the task of information retrieval and display it to the provided tracking service. To this end, ARL will publish a tracking service Web service description language (5). The high-side user must be able to track EwID Seeds or EwIDs allocated from the local security domain and lower. Therefore, all information necessary for tracking EwID seed allocation needs to be replicated to higher security domains.
To address this, the high-side ESS hosts an UpdateDatabase WS. Whenever the low-side ESS generates a structured query language (SQL) statement associated with EwID Seed management, it calls the high-side UpdateDatabase WS, via the RM, with an XML-encoded representation of that SQL. The high-side server decodes the XML back into SQL and applies it to a shadow copy of the low-side database.
Given that data is replicated to higher security domains, there is still an issue that would arise if a user would attempt to track an EwID that was requested from a lower security domain (from where the tracking request is originated). The problem is that the uniform resource locator (URL) of a tracking service is in the address space of the network where it is hosted and that network is not reachable from a higher security domain. Therefore, the ESS would not be able to delegate the tracking request to the specified tracking service. The solution is for each tracking service to be registered in a Universal Description Discovery and Integration (UDDI) (6) repository. The ADS owner would specify the uniform resource name (URN), which is basically a unique string that will identify the UDDI entry for the tracking service in a UDDI registry yet to be identified. Each security domain will have one UDDI registry for this purpose. The ADS owner will register the tracking service URL for each security domain in the respective UDDI registry, but the URN associated with a particular ADS owner will be the same across security domains. This level of indirection, using a URN to look up the tracking service URL, solves the issue. The UDDI entry can also store a URL, pointing to contact information on the current network.
Implementing a WS call from the low-side network to the high-side network (or vice versa) requires a cross-domain device (guard) because one network is not reachable from the other. The RM guard has two Ethernet interfaces so it can act as a proxy to facilitate the transmission of packets from one network to the other. WS calls on either network must use the RM guard's IP address as the WS endpoint; then, the guard performs network address translation (NAT). NAT is the process of modifying network address information for the purpose of remapping a given address space into another (7). Figure 2 shows the two WS requests that result in four distinct data channels through the RM guard. Message types are labeled with a number: 1 for the UpdateDatabase WS and 2 for the GetNewSeed WS. A label also contains a letter indicating handling of the message as it goes through the guard. For instance, the UpdateDatabase WS request starts out as 1A on the low side of the guard and then continues as 1B on the high-side network. The RM guard inspects each packet to ensure that it adheres to the schema. If it does, the guard passes it, providing NAT in the process. If any part of the message is not in the expected format, the RM guard grounds the packet (blocks it) and logs the action.
Low-to-High Message Traffic
1A, 1B: UpdateDatabase WS Request
The request keeps the required tables mirrored from the unclassified side to the classified side by, in effect, implementing remote SQL transactions in real time.
1C, 1D: UpdateDatabase WS Response
The WS returns success or failure of that update, saving any failed transactions to a log file and alerting ESS via e-mail. Later, the administrator can process failed transactions by running a software utility. 
High-to-Low Message Traffic
2A, 2B: GetNewSeed WS Request
The high-side server sends a seed request via the RM guard to the low side. The high-side seed server has an account on the low-side seed server; the request payload need only contain the account number of the high-side server. This account number is an EwID. The ESS reserves one EwID Seed for each server instance and uses it to generate primary keys for all its database tables.
2C, 2D: GetNewSeed WS Response
The WS returns the newly allocated EwID Seed to the high-side server, which maintains all tracking information for the user requesting the seed. Figure 3 shows how the GetNewSeed WS can facilitate EwID Seed allocation given two or more security domains via a cascading mechanism (left-pointing arrows represent the GetNewSeed WS request). Also depicted is the chained replication of data upward via the UpdateDatabase WS request so that at any classification level, there is access to the tracking information for the current classification level and below. CDIX Communication Figure 3 . Multilevel ESS allocation (nested structures indicate data replication from lower to higher security domains).
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Status
• The RM guard was installed at ARL in May 2006. It consisted of a Sun Blade 150 computer with Trusted Solaris 8 as its operating system. It also contained the RM software, which performed the guard functions.
• The ESS software was developed and tested in November 2006.
• The Cross Domain Validation and Approval Request was completed and submitted in January 2007.
• The Cross-Domain Appendix was completed and submitted in January 2007.
• Phase 1 of the CDS process was completed in February 2008. This approval allowed the process to go to phase 2.
• The Data Owner's Guidance was completed and signed in June 2008.
• Currently, the GFM team is working on phase 2. 
Issues
A major issue for the GFM team was that as a computer scientist, there was limited background and knowledge in information assurance subjects. There were also significant cultural differences between the computer science discipline and information assurance, which led to difficulties in communicating concepts such as data representation, software architecture, and programming implementation details. This communication gap was responsible for multiple rewrites, which resulted in severe setbacks within the Defense IA/Security Accreditation Working Group review process.
Another issue the team encountered was that the Cross Domain Information Exchange (CDIX) process was reengineered by the newly formed Unified Cross Domain Office (UCDMO). * The UCDMO has been tasked with taking charge of the CDIX process, has recognized many of these gaps, and is working with the cross-domain community to address and correct these issues as well as streamlining the entire process. 
